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The prototypical primary coolant for Fluoride-Salt Cooled High-Temperature

reactor (FHR), flibe (2LiF-BeF2), has a freezing point of 459˚C and a boiling

point greater than 1400˚C at atmospheric pressure. FHRs operate in the

temperature range of 600˚C to 700˚C, so they have a significant margin to

coolant boiling and a relatively smaller margin to freezing.

Therefore, overcooling transients that lead to freezing of the salt merit 

investigation and this poster presents the ongoing and future research at 

UW Madison in this field. 
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LINKS AND REFERENCES 

Equilibrium freezing characterizes solidification happening as a chain of infinite equilibrium      

steps and can be considered accurate to describe slow phase change.

Supercooling is the degree to which the temperature 

decreases below the established freezing temperature before 

nucleation occurs and freezing commences. This 

phenomenon has not been heavily researched in different 

kinds of salt.

Supercooling effect may be determined by:

• Cooling rate

• Sample mass

• Availability of nucleation sites 

• Impurities 

In these different conditions the solid phases formed and the 

freezing temperatures can considerably differ from the one 

expected from the phase diagrams.

From salt handling operations at UW Madison we observed, in 

two different conditions:

low flibe supercooling                high flibe supercooling

This data is an indication that under some conditions 

flibe may exhibit supercooling at high as 20oC and that 

supercooling might be a relevant effect in molten salt reactors 

thermal-hydraulic transients and accident scenarios. 

As shown from the phase diagram the 

exact salt composition can affect:

• Freezing temperature (or the 

freezing temperature range)

• Freezing phenomenology – Non-

congruent in zone A and C,             

Congruent in zone B. 

• The equilibrium solid phases that 

the salt forms.

• The viscosity of the salt mixture.
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• Experimental setups to study flibe freezing phenomena in 

both static and flowing conditions.

• Experimental work to characterize supercooling 

phenomenology in flibe and to choose the right simulant 

fluid for freezing transients. 

• Modelling tools to simulate flibe freezing in a single 

component and at a system level to address the effect of 

overcooling transients in flibe loops and their impact on 

natural circulation stability and reactor transients.

• To properly choose simulant fluids for freezing and assess 

distortions that they introduce, we need to understand the  

equilibrium and non-equilibrium freezing phenomenology  

of flibe salt.

• Simulant fluids have been successfully used to study           

thermal-hydraulics of flibe in the 600-800˚C range with              

limited distortions (experimental facilities that operate at 

reduced temperature, reduced geometric scale, and 

reduced power).

• Other molten salts (fluoride, nitrite and chloride) and oils  

will be investigated as possible simulant fluids. 
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Pipe partial freezing 
and plugging.

Stability of natural circulation salt loops.
Instabilities generated by different 

perturbations are a concern in natural 

circulation molten salts loops:
• Characterize pressure drop 

evolution in freezing pipe-flow.

• Understand the freezing 

front propagation.

• Determine conditions leading 

to plugs.

Freezing phenomenology interesting in FHR for: 

• Romberger et al. [4] present an         

accurate and up to date phase 

diagram for the LiF-BeF2 mixture. 

• Flibe mixture (0.33 BeF2) presents    

freezing temperature of 459.1˚C and 

a congruent freezing.

Salt nominal composition not easily achievable 

and may change during operations (neutron     

transmutation and corrosion control)

May be a source of uncertainties.

• Salt viscosity variation with 

temperature.

• Salt freezing on the walls of the 

pipe (impacts heat transfer and 

pressure drops)

• Complete plugging of heat 

exchanger sections. Figure 1. Flibe freezing process; liquid purified flibe with the typical clear appearance (a), first 

crystals formation (b)-(c); solidified flibe where large crystals are visible (d) [1].  

Figure 5. Liquidus curve and viscosity for different salts 

composition with the scatterplot of different measured BeF2 

molar fraction in flibe used in MSRE and UWM. 

Figure 6. Flibe cooling data observed in different conditions and cooling rates

Figure 7. Flinak temperature evolution upon exposure to 20˚C ambient temperature in a 

stainless steel vial (left) and Dowtherm A temperature evolution after insertion in a 0˚C 

ice bath (right). 

Figure 4. LiF-BeF2 phase diagram by Romberger et al. [4]  

Figure 2. Solidification in the pipe during a 

freezing process [2]. 
Figure 3. FHR DRACS system [3] 

Figure 8. Experimental setup for stating freezing experiments at UWM (left) and computational 

model to simulate freezing in a pipe under constant heat removal (right).
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